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Adventures of Electra Elf - Complete Series, The
DVD | APPROX. 592 MINS | 2009 | USA | NOT RATED | MVD VISUAL
REVIEWED BY: WIZARD OF GORE

The Adventures of Electra Elf is a low budget cable access show  about a super-heroine

named Electra Elf and her sidekick Fluffer, Fluffer is a Chihuahua who has radioactive

pee.

During the day, Electra Elf goes by the name Jennifer Swallows, she is a reporter for ASS

(Art Star Scene) magazine. But when danger beckons  they get in their leotards and are

ready to fight crime.

There’s a  whole bunch of special guests that appear on the show including (most notably)

Taylor Mead and Annie Sprinkle. Others: Mike Amato, Lloyd Floyd, Faceboy, Chuck Funk,

Ann

Carr and Brenda Bergman.

 

The show is presented in 4:3 full frame and looks great  considering it’s very low-budget .

Being digital video the quality is fine, the print is acceptable with no noticeable (to my
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Cast & Crew

Directed by

 Nick Zedd

Written by

 Reverend Jen Miller

Cast

 Reverend Jen Miller

Faceboy

Floyd Lloyd

Claudia Gross

Jen Junior

Andrew J. Lederer

Taylor Mead

Diane O’Debra

Tanya O’Debra

Annie Sprinkle
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untrained eyes) artefacts . The special effects are awesomely craptastic and  are a huge

part of what makes the show so fun.

 

Utilizes a Dolby Digital stereo mix in English, it does the trick but  I did notice the sound

does

varying in places. Quite a few times I had to turn the volume up or lower it a bit. There’s

lots of music and sound effects which pack a punch, all around a good mix that more than

does the job.

 

 

Extras include a behind the scenes, photo gallery, interview, two extra episodes “Red

Letter

Day” and “Xmas”. There’s also an insert booklet which has comments about the series by

Nick Zedd. The special bonus features are a nice addition, I love extras and there’s an

abundance here, so thumbs up to MVD Visual /Nick Zedd on the extras.
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Disc Specifications
Region 0

Widescreen

Full Frame (1.33:1)

PAL

NTSC

DTS

English: Dolby Digital 2.0

Dolby Digital 5.1

Trailer

Audio Commentary

Deleted/Extended Scenes

Documentary

Featurette

Subtitles

Slideshow/Poster Gallery

Number of Disc's: 4
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Disc Scores
Video

Audio

Extras

Overall
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DVD Recommendations

• F.A.R.T - The Movie

• Lights, Camera, Dead

• Monster and the Ape, The

• Welcome to Earth

• Cody Black
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Wow, what can I say?  you’ll love it or think it is utterly retarded.  It’s cute and innocent

but

highly suggestive, there’s retarded voices, bad effects, horrendous acting and insane

scripts.

Highly recommended for fans of Nick Zedd. If you’ve never heard of him then I’d

recommend trying to sit through Geek Maggot Bingo first.

The Adventures of Electra Elf takes a whole new twist on the “Superhero” genre and has

a

interesting take on it. It can be taken as complete nonsense, or if you look deeper you

might find some commentary within it. I like the fact that it can be taken either way and

that this show can appeal to kids and Nick Zedd fans alike.

Presented on 4 discs with a booklet that comes with it, this is a great package and it’s not

like you can turn on the TV and watch this, it was broadcast on a cable access show and as

far as I know this is the only release.  There’s 20, 28 minute episodes on the  4 discs and

this release from MVD Visual is a more than accommodating package for fans of the show

and/or Nick Zedd.  For everyone else I would suggest that you try and catch an episode on

YouTube or check out the official website http://www.electraelf.com.
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